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Introduction

We live in Information Age where there is plentiful information available on every aspect
of our life and business. So also is availability of more and more information throughout
the supply chain. Supply Chain experts call that in modern Supply Chain, the information
replaces Inventory. Implications of this Information availability on design and management
of Supply Chain is huge and covered in this chapter.

This information helps in:-

• Helps reduce variability in the supply chain.

• Helps suppliers make better forecasts, accounting for promotions and market changes.

• Enables the coordination of manufacturing and distribution systems and strategies.

• Enables retailers to better serve their customers by offering tools for locating desired
items.

• Enables retailers to react and adapt to supply problems more rapidly.

• Enables lead time reductions.

However many partners in Supply Chain do not share information, inflate their forecast

or misuse information shared.

Bullwhip Effect

• Also known as Forrester effect and is a distribution channel phenomenon in which

forecasts yield supply chain inefficiencies. 

• It is increasing swings in inventory in response to shifts in customer demand as you

move further up the supply chain.

• While customer demand for specific products does not vary much Inventory and

back-order levels accuracy decreases as one moves upstream along the supply chain.



• The bullwhip effect was named for the way amplitude of a whip increases down its

length. The further from the originating point, greater the distortion of the wave pattern.

Research indicates a fluctuation in demand of +/- 5% will be interpreted by supply

chain participants as a change in demand of up to +/- 40%.

• Leads to inefficient production or excessive inventory & a low utilization of

distribution channel.

• For example, many consumer goods have fairly consistent consumption at retail. But

this signal becomes more chaotic and unpredictable as you move away from consumer

purchasing behavior.

Let’s consider a typical 4 stage supply chain



Factors that Contribute to Variability

1. Demand Forecasting –

- Most order forecasting is done using Periodic review policy which is Characterized

by a single parameter, the base-stock level.

- Estimation of average demand and demand variability done using standard forecast

smoothing techniques which assigns exponentially decreasing weights as

observation get older. Thus recent observations are given relatively more weight

in forecasting than older observations.

- In Forecasting, Estimates get modified as more and more data becomes available.

Thus estimates of mean of customer demand and standard deviation are regularly

modified.

- Safety stock and base-stock level depends on these estimates.

- Order quantities are changed accordingly and thus increasing variability



2. Lead Time

- Increase in variability gets magnified with increasing lead time.

- Safety stock and base-stock levels have a lead time component in their estimations.

- With longer lead times: a small change in the estimate of demand variability implies

a significant change in safety stock and base-stock level, which causes significant

changes in order quantities and leads to an increase in variability.

3. Batch Ordering

- Retailer uses batch ordering, as with a (Q,R)  or a min-max policy

- Retailer often place a large order, followed by several periods of no orders, followed by

another large order, and so on.

- Wholesaler sees a distorted and highly variable pattern of orders.

- Such pattern is also a result of:

o Transportation discounts with large orders

o Periodic sales quotas/incentives

4. Price Fluctuation

- Retailers often attempt to stock up when prices are lower.

- Accentuated by promotions and discounts at certain times or for certain quantities.

- Such Forward Buying results in:

▪ Large order during the discounts

▪ Relatively small orders at other time periods

5. Inflated Orders

- Inflated orders during shortage periods

- Common when retailers and distributors suspect that a product will be in short

supply and therefore anticipate receiving supply proportional to the amount

ordered.

- After period of shortage, retailer goes back to its standard orders which leads to

all kinds of distortions and variations in demand estimates
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Methods for Coping with the Bullwhip

1. Reducing Demand uncertainty.

By Centralizing Demand information ie by providing each stage of Supply chain with

complete info on actual customer demand. But if each stage uses different forecasting

tools & ordering practice, would increase Bullwhip effect.

2. Reducing variability.

- Reducing variability inherent in the customer demand process.



- “Everyday low pricing” (EDLP) strategy. Walmart retail chain in 1962 , incorporated

the concept into its slogan though the concept was started by then leader Kmart.

- Price variation in high-low pricing strategies may benefit shoppers who visit stores

frequently because they are better able to exploit the fluctuating prices; however, many

consumers are shopping less frequently now than in previous decades. These buying

trends would predict that many grocers would switch from high-low pricing to EDLP, if

the cost to switch was minimal.

3. Lead-time reduction

– Increase in Lead times increases variability of demand.

– 2 components of lead times:

• Order lead times can be reduced through use of cross-docking.

• Information lead times can be reduced through use of electronic data

interchange EDI.

The manufacturing revolution in 90s focused on lead time reduction & has become an

important criterion in vendor selection.

4. Strategic partnerships

– Changing the way information is shared and inventory is managed

– Vendor managed inventory (VMI)

• Manufacturer manages the inventory of its product at retailer outlet

• In VMI the manufacturer does not rely on the orders placed by a retailer, thus

avoiding the bullwhip effect entirely.

Barriers to implementation of a demand-driven SC

• Lack of investment in IT

• Lack of corporate culture of flexibility and focus on customer demand.

• Lack of trustful collaboration and info sharing among Supply Chain members.

Information Sharing And Incentives
• Centralizing information will reduce variability

• Upstream stages would benefit more

• Unfortunately, information sharing is a problem in many industries

• Inflated forecasts are a reality

• Forecast information is inaccurate and distorted



– Forecasts inflated such that suppliers build capacity

– Suppliers may ignore the forecasts totally

Effective Forecasts

• Retailer forecasts

• Typically based on an analysis of previous sales at the retailer.

• Future customer demand influenced by pricing, promotions, and release of new
products. Some of these information is controlled by retailer but some by others
in supply chain and also competitors.

• If such information is available to retailers forecasters, forecasts would be more
accurate.

• Distributor and manufacturer forecasts

• Their forecast is influenced by factors under retailer control.

• Promotions or pricing.

• Retailer may introduce new products into the stores

• As Retailers are closer to actual sales, may have more information

• Cooperative forecasting systems

• Sophisticated information systems

• iterative forecasting process

• all participants in the supply chain collaborate to arrive at an agreed-upon
forecast

• All parties share and use the same forecasting tool

Lead Time Reduction

• Numerous benefits:

– The ability to quickly fill customer orders that can’t be filled from stock.

– Reduction in the bullwhip effect.

– More accurate forecasts due to a decreased forecast horizon.

– Reduction in finished goods inventory levels

• Many firms actively look for suppliers with shorter lead times



• Many potential customers consider lead time a very important criterion for vendor
selection.

• Much of the manufacturing revolution of the past 20 years led to reduced lead times

• Other methods:

– Distribution network designs

– Effective information systems (e.g., EDI)

– Strategic partnering (Sharing point-of-sale (POS) data with supplier)
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Information and Supply Chain Trade-Offs

• Designing the supply chain with conflicting goals of managers not only intra stages but
also within a stage necessitates integration and coordination of different stages in the
supply chain.

• Using information and global optimization can reduce system wide costs.

• This is easier in a centralized Supply Chain but even in decentralized is necessary.

Wish-Lists of Different Stages

• Raw material suppliers



– Stable volume requirements and little variation in mix

– Flexible delivery times so can deliver to more than 1 customer

– Large volume demands to take ad of economy of scale

• Manufacturing

– Large stable production runs with few changeovers resulting in high
productivity and low production costs

– Possible if future demand pattern is well analysed.

• Materials, warehousing, and outbound logistics

– Minimizing transportation costs through: quantity discounts, minimizing
inventory levels, quickly replenishing stock.

• Retailers

– Short order lead times and efficient, accurate order delivery

• Customers

– In-stock items, enormous variety, and low prices.

Designing the Supply Chain for Conflicting Objectives

Trade-Offs: Inventory-Lot Size – Manufacturers vs Distributors and Retailers

• Manufacturers would like to have large lot sizes.

- Per unit setup costs are reduced, Manufacturing expertise for a particular product
increases and Processes are easier to control.

- Modern practices [Setup time reduction, Kanban and CONWIP]

– Reduce inventories and improve system responsiveness and advanced manufacturing
systems make it possible for manufacturers to meet shorter lead times and respond
more rapidly to customer needs.

• Retailers & distributors have wish list of short lead time & large variety.

• Manufacturer should have as much time as possible to react to needs of downstream
supply chain members.

• Distributors/retailers can have factory status and manufacturer inventory data:

– They can quote lead times to customers more accurately.



– Develops an understanding of, and confidence in, manufacturers’ ability.

– Allows reduction in inventory held in anticipation of manufacturing problems

Trade-offs Inventory-Transportation Costs

• Company operates its own fleet of trucks.

– Fixed cost of operation + variable cost

– Carrying full truckloads minimizes transportation costs.

• When Outside firm is used for shipping

– Quantity discounts

– TL shipping cheaper than LTL shipping

• In many cases

– demand is much less than TL

– Items sit for a long time before consumption leading to higher inventory costs.

• Trade-off can’t be eliminated completely.

• Following  methods are used to optimise

– Use advanced production control system to delay production so as to ensure full
TL.

– Distribution control systems allow combining shipments of different products
from warehouses to stores

– Cross-docking,

– Decision-support systems allow appropriate balance between transportation and
inventory costs

Trade-offs Lead Time-Transportation Costs

• Total Lead Time = Time to process orders + Procuring & Manufg time +  tptn time
between various stages.

• Transportation costs lowest when large quantities of items are transported between
stages of Supply chain.

– Hold items to accumulate enough to combine shipments

• Lead times can be reduced if items are transported immediately after they are
manufactured or arrive from suppliers rather than accumulating to reduce tptn cost.



• Trade off Cannot be completely eliminated but

– Information can be used to reduce its effect

– Control transportation costs reducing the need to hold items until a sufficient number
accumulate.

• Improved forecasting techniques and information systems reduce the other
components of lead time so that it may not be essential to reduce the transportation
component.

Trade-Offs Product Variety-Inventory

• Higher product variety makes supply chain decisions more complex

– Better for meeting customer demand

– Typically leads to higher inventories

• Strategies:

– Delayed Differentiation

• Ship generic products as far as possible down the supply chain

– Design for logistics (IKEA)

Trade-Offs Cost-Customer Service

• Reducing inventories, manufacturing costs, and transportation costs typically comes at
the expense of customer service

• Customer service means the ability of a retailer to meet a customer’s demand quickly
from stock.

• Strategies:

– transshipping

– direct shipping from warehouses to customers

– Charging price premiums for customized products

Decreasing Marginal Value of Information

• Obtaining and sharing information is not free.

• Many firms are struggling with exactly how to use the data they collect through loyalty
programs, RFID readers, and so on.

• Cost of exchanging information versus the benefit of doing so.



– May not be necessary to exchange all of the available information, or to
exchange information continuously.

– Decreasing marginal value of additional information

• In multi-stage decentralized manufacturing supply chains many of the performance
benefits of detailed information sharing can be achieved if only a small amount of
information is exchanged between supply chain participants.

• Exchanging more detailed information or more frequent information is costly. Hence
Supply Chain partners need to

– Understand costs and benefits of particular pieces of information

– How often this information is collected

– How much of this information needs to be stored

– How much of this information needs to be shared

– In what form it needs to shared

Summary

• The bullwhip effect suggests that variability in demand increases as one moves up in
the supply chain. Increase in variability causes significant operational inefficiencies

• Specific techniques to “counteract” bullwhip effect

– Information sharing, i.e., centralized demand information.

– Incentives to share credible forecasts

– Alignments of expectations associated with the use of information.

• Interaction of various supply chain stages.

– A series of trade-offs both within and between different stages.

– Information is the key enabler of integrating the different supply chain stages

– Information can be used to reduce the necessity of many of these trade-offs
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Introduction:

Supply chain revolves around efficient integration of suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses,

and stores. The challenge in integration is to coordinate activities across the supply chain so as

to Improve performance by way of:-

• reduce cost,

• increase service level,

• reduce bullwhip effect,



• better utilize resources &

• Effectively respond to changes in market place.

These Challenges are not met fully by coordinating Production, transportation & inventory

decisions but can be met by integrating the front-end of the supply chain ie customer demand,

to the back end ie production and manufacturing portion of the supply chain. We thus need to

analyze following supply chain integration strategies:

• Push, pull, push–pull strategy.

• Framework for matching products and industries with supply chain strategies.

• Demand driven supply chain strategies

• Impact of internet on supply chain integration.

Push, Pull, Push-Pull Systems

Traditional supply chain strategies are often categorized as Push or Pull traditional strategies.

This had its genesis to the manufacturing revolution of the 1980 in which manufacturing

operations were divided into these two categories.

More recently hybrid strategy of combining the two, Push-Pull systems is being employed by a

number of companies.

Push-Based Supply Chains

In push based supply chain, Production and distribution decisions based on long-term forecasts.

The Manufacturer’s demand forecasts is based on orders received from Retailers warehouses. It

therefore takes much longer reaction time for a push based supply chain to react to the

changing marketplace which can lead to:

• Inability to meet changing demand patterns.

• Obsolescence of supply chain inventory as demand for certain products

disappears.



In addition, the variability of orders received from Retailers & Distributors is much

larger than the variability in customer demand due to bullwhip effect. This increase

in variability leads to:-

• Excessive inventories due to need for large safety stocks

• Larger and more variable production batches

• Unacceptable service levels

• Product obsolescence

Bullwhip Effect in Push-Based Supply Chains

The bullwhip effect leads to

• Inefficient resource utilization because planning and managing is much more difficult.

– Not clear how a manufacturer should determine production capacity? Should it

be based on:

– Peak Demand which implies most  of time, expensive resources are lying idle

Or to be based on

– Average demand which requires extra and expensive capacity during peak

demand.

Similarly, not clear as to how a manufacturer to plan transportation capacity – for peak or

average demand. This thus results in:

– Higher transportation costs

– Higher inventory levels and/or higher manufacturing costs

– more emergency production changeovers

– Peak demand which implies most  of time, expensive resources are lying idle

– Or to be based on

– Average demand which requires extra and expensive capacity during peak

demand.



– Similarly, not clear how a manufacturer how to plan transportation capacity – peak or

average demand

Thus, this results in:

– Higher transportation costs

– Higher inventory levels and/or

– higher manufacturing costs

Due to the need of emergency production changeovers.

Pull-Based Supply Chains

In Pull Based Supply Chain, Production and distribution are demand driven and so Coordinated

with true customer demand rather than forecast demand. In a pure Pull system, the firm does

not hold any inventory and only responds to specific orders. This is enabled by fast information

flow mechanism to transfer customer demand ie POS data with all stages information

Pull Systems are attractive since they lead to:

– Reduced lead times through ability to better anticipate incoming orders from retailers.

– Reduced inventory at retailers since inventory levels increase with lead times

– Less variability in the system, especially faced by manufacturer due to lead time reduction

– Decreased inventory at manufacturer & in system due to reduction in variability.

Thus in a pull based supply chain, we see

– A significant reduction in system inventory level

– Enhanced capacity to to manage resources, and

– A reduction in system cost when compared with an equivalent push based supply chain.

However pull based chains are

– Often difficult to implement when lead times are so long that it is Impractical to react to

demand information.

– More difficult to take advantage of economies of scale in manufacturing and

transportation.



New supply chain strategy that takes advantages of the best of both. This is called Push–pull

supply chain strategy.
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Push-Pull Strategy



• Some stages of Supply Chain operated in a Push-based manner (typically the initial

stages)

• Remaining stages employ a Pull-based strategy.

• Interface between Push-based stages and Pull-based stages is Push–Pull boundary.

• To better understand this strategy, consider supply chain time line of a PC manufacturer

who builds to stock and thus makes all its production and distribution decision based on

forecast, ie a typical push based system. By contrast, an example of push-pull strategy

is one in which a manufacturer builds to order. This implies that the component

inventory management is by Push portion whereas the Final Assembly is in response

to a firm customer order. Thus Push portion is prior to assembly and Pull part starts

with assembly and based on actual customer demand. Push pull boundary is at the

beginning of assembly.

• In this case, the manufacturer takes advantage of the fact that aggregated forecast are

more accurate. Demand for a component is an aggregation of demand for all finished

products that use this component. Since aggregate forecast are more accurate,

uncertainty for component demand is much lesser than uncertainty in finished goods.

• Ex – Dell Computers

• Postponement or delayed differentiation in product design is a good example of a push

– pull strategy.

Identifying Appropriate Supply Chain Strategy

• Demand Uncertainty:

– Higher demand uncertainty leads to a preference for pull strategy.

– Lower demand uncertainty leads to an interest in managing the supply chain based on a

long-term forecast: push strategy.

• Economies of scale:

– Higher the importance of economies of scale in reducing cost

– The supply chain based on long-term forecast, so a push-based strategy.



– Where Economies of scale are not important

– Aggregation does not reduce cost & a pull-based strategy makes more sense.

Figure below provides a framework for matching supply chain strategies with products and

industries.

Box I – Industries/Products with high demand Uncertainty where economy of scale in

production, assembly or distribution is not so important. So a Pull based strategy

recommended. Ex - Computers

Box III – Products with low demand Uncertainty and high economy. Focus on reducing

transportation cost by use of full truck load. So a Push based strategy recommended since

managing inventory based on long term forecast does not increase inventory holding cost but

delivery cost reduced by leveraging economies of scale. Ex – Grocery items

Box IV – Products with low demand Uncertainty indicating Push based Supply Chain and low

economy of scale suggesting Pull based Supply chain. Ex - high volume Books & CDs.

Amazon stocks books at warehouses based on Push & delivers to customers based on their

order thus Pull. So a mix of Push & Pull.

Box II – Industries/Products with high demand Uncertainty while economy of scale is

important to reduce production or delivery cost. Focus on reducing transportation cost by use

of full truck load. So a Pull based strategy recommended since managing inventory based on

long term forecast does not increase inventory holding cost but  delivery cost reduced by

leveraging economies of scale. Ex – Furniture Industry where products differentiated by shape,

size, colour, fabric & so demand uncertainty is high. Products being bulky, transportation cost



is high. So production to follow Pull & distribution to follow Push strategy. Thus a Pull Push

Strategy.

The automobile industry is also an example of box II. Demand uncertainty for a particular

configuration of car is very high and delivery costs are also high. Traditionally it follows a

Push type supply chain strategy.

The Impact of Lead Time

• Longer the lead time, more important it is to implement a push based strategy.

• Typically difficult to implement a pull strategy when lead times are so long that it is

hard to react to demand information.

We plot demand uncertainty with lead tine to understand it below.

Box A  products with short lead time and high demand uncertainty.

– Pull strategy should be applied as much as possible. Ex : PC Industry

Box B Items with long supply lead time and low demand uncertainty

– Appropriate supply chain strategy is push.

– Ex: Many items in grocery industry & appropriate supply chain strategy is Push.



Box C For products with short lead time and highly predictable demand eg bread or dairy

products. Continuous replenishment strategy is recommended.

• Suppliers receive POS data

• They use this data to prepare shipments at previously agreed-upon intervals

• A pull strategy at production & distribution stages and push at retail outlets.

- Ex: Many Grocery products with short life cycle eg Bread or Dairy products

Box D. The most difficult to manage with high lead time and high demand uncertainty

• Inventory is critical in this type of environment

• Requires positioning inventory strategically in the supply chain

Demand-Driven Strategies

• Requires integrating demand information into the supply chain planning process

– Demand forecast:

• Use historical demand data to develop long-term estimates of expected

demand

– Demand shaping:

• Firm determines the impact of various marketing plans such as promotion,

pricing discounts, rebates, new product introduction, and product withdrawal on

demand forecasts.
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The Impact of Internet on Supply Chain Strategies

The impact of internet and e-commerce on the economy has been tremendous.

• Expectation that increasing use of the internet would solve a lot of the business

problems but reality was very different and a number of firms failed but companies like

Amazon, Dell have been successful.

• Many of the problems in the internet-based businesses were related to logistics

strategies

To understand impact of internet, we see the following terms

E-Business

A collection of business models and processes motivated by Internet technology and

focusing on improvement of extended enterprise performance. Term "e-business" was

coined by IBM’s marketing and Internet team in 1996.

E-commerce: ability to perform major commerce transactions electronically. Trading in

products & Services using Computer network (Internet).

Key observations

• E-commerce is only a part of e-business.

• Internet technology is the force behind the business change, supported by

Communication Tech.

• Focus on the extended enterprise ie Business-to-consumer (B2C) refers to “direct to

customer,” and are Retail activities over the Internet, and includes products, insurance,

banking, and so forth. .

• Business-to-business (B2B) - Conducted over Internet predominantly between

businesses.and includes Electronic sourcing (called esourcing), Reverse auctions etc.

• Distribution Strategies

• Two fundamental distribution strategies:

• Items can be directly shipped from the supplier or manufacturer to the retail

stores or end customer



• Use intermediate inventory storage points (typically warehouses and/or

distribution centers).

• Issues with warehouses

• Manufacturing strategy (make-to-stock vs. make-to-order)

• Number of warehouses

• Inventory policy

• Inventory turn over ratio

• Internal warehouses vs. outside distributor

• Owned by a single firm or by a variety of firms

Direct Shipment Distribution Strategies

• Advantages:

– Retailers avoids expenses of operating a distribution center

– Lead times likely to get reduced. Accuracy of order & damages reduced.

• Disadvantages:

– Risk-pooling effects are negated

– Manufacturer and distributor transportation costs increases as needs to send

smaller trucks to many locations.

• Commonly used scenarios:

– Retail store requires fully loaded trucks

– Often mandated by powerful retailers

– Lead time is critical.

– Manufacturer may be reluctant but may have no choice

– Prevalent in the grocery industry

• Lead times are critical because of perishable goods.



Intermediate Inventory Storage Point Strategies

• Variety of characteristics distinguishes different strategies.

– Length of time inventory is stored at warehouses and distribution centers.

• Strategies:

– Traditional warehousing strategy

• distribution centers and warehouses hold stock inventory

• provide their downstream customers with inventory as needed.

– Cross-docking strategy

• warehouses and distribution centers serve as transfer points for inventory

• no inventory is held at these transfer points.

– Centralized pooling and transshipment strategies

• may be useful when there is a large variety of different products &

demand for specific end products is relatively small and difficult to

predict.

Centralized vs Decentralized Management

• Decentralized system

– Each facility identifies its most effective strategy without considering impact on

other facilities in supply chain.

– Leads to local optimization.

• Centralized system

– Decisions are made at a central location for entire supply network.

– Typical objective: minimize the total cost of system subject to satisfying some

service-level requirements.

– Centralized control leads to global optimization.



– At least as effective as the decentralized system.

– Allow use of coordinated strategies

If system cannot be centralized

– often helpful to form partnerships to approach advantages of a centralized

system.

Central vs. Local Facilities

• Centralized facilities

– Employ both fewer warehouses and distribution centers

– Facilities are located further from customers.

• Other factors:

– Safety stock. Lower safety stock levels with centralized facilities

– Overhead. Lower total overhead cost with centralized facilities

– Economies of scale. Greater economies of scale with centralized facilities

– Lead time. Lead time to market reduced with local facilities

- Service Centralized enables utilization of risk pooling better but shipping time

would be better with decentralized.

– Transportation costs.

- Costs between production facilities & warehouses higher with local

- Costs from warehouses to retailers lesser with local

Cross-Docking

• Popularized by Wal-Mart

• Warehouses function as inventory coordination points rather than as inventory storage

points.



• Goods arriving at warehouses from the manufacturer:

– are transferred to vehicles serving retailers

– Are delivered to retailers as rapidly as possible.

• Goods spend very little time in storage at warehouse

– Often less than 12 hours

– Limits inventory costs and decreases lead times
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The complexity in SCM requires considerable financial and managerial resources and difficult
to perform all these complex business functions in-house. Also there has been a major shift



regarding retailers moving toward relationships in which the supplier manages inventory levels
at the retailer or when a company handles its logistics using external sources.

Thus various types of business partnerships are required that can be used to improve supply
chain performance and here we discuss Strategic alliances.

Strategic alliances

– Multifaceted, goal-oriented, long-term partnerships between two Cos

– Both risks and rewards are shared.

– Typically lead to long-term strategic benefits for both partners.

How Strategic Alliance Can Help:-

- Adding value to products

- Improving market access

- Strengthening operations

- Adding technological strength

- Enhancing strategic growth

- Enhancing organizational skills

- Building financial strength

Challenges in Strategic Alliance

- Core competencies should not be compromised

- Competitive advantages should not be compromised

Three Types of Strategic Alliances

- Third Party Logistics (3PL)

- Retailer–Supplier Partnerships (RSP)

- Distributor Integration (DI)

Third Party Logistics (3PL)

- Third Party (3PL) Logistics is the use of an outside Co to perform all or part of a firm’s
Material Management & Product distribution function.



- 3PL Service Provider is defined as a Company which solely receives, holds, or
otherwise transports goods in the ordinary course of business but does not take title to the
goods.

3PL Advantages

• Focus on Core Strengths

– Allows a company to focus on its core competencies

– Logistics expertise left to the logistics experts.

• Provides Technological Flexibility

– Technology advances adopted by better 3PL providers

– Adoption possible by 3PLs in a quicker, more cost-effective way

– 3PLs may have the capability to meet the needs of a firm’s potential customers

• Provides Other Flexibilities

– Flexibility in geographic locations.

– Flexibility in service offerings

– Flexibility in resource and workforce size

3PL Disadvantages

• Loss of control inherent in outsourcing a particular function.

– Outbound logistics 3PLs interact with a firm’s customers.

– Many third-party logistics firms work very hard to address these concerns.

• Painting company logos on the sides of trucks, dressing 3PL employees in the uniforms
of the hiring company, and providing extensive reporting on each customer interaction.

• Logistics is one of the core competencies of a firm

– Makes no sense to outsource these activities to a supplier who may not be as capable
as the firm’s in-house expertise

• Wal-Mart, pharmaceutical Cos

• IT System Integration - The IT systems of the provider and the client must be
interoperable.

Retailer-Supplier Relationships



Variation in demand from retailer to Supplier is more than variation from customer to retailer –
Bullwhip effect. Suppliers have better knowledge of lead times and production capacities.
Retailers have better knowledge of Market & Customer demands. Thus cooperative
relationship between suppliers and retailers to use one another’s knowledge is beneficial to
create better margins and customer satisfaction.

Types of RSP: 1. Quick Response Strategy

• Suppliers receive POS data from retailers

• Suppliers use this information to synchronize their production and inventory activities
with actual sales at the retailer.

• Retailers still prepare individual orders

• POS data are used by suppliers to improve forecasting and scheduling and to reduce
lead time.

Types of RSP : 2. Continuous Replenishment Strategy

• Also called rapid replenishment

• Suppliers receives POS data

• Suppliers use this data to prepare shipments at previously agreed-upon intervals to
maintain specific levels of inventory.

Advanced form of continuous replenishment

Suppliers may gradually decrease inventory levels at retail store or distribution center as long
as service levels are met.
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Types of RSP : 3. Vendor Managed System (VMI)

• Also called vendor-managed replenishment (VMR) system

• Supplier decides on appropriate inventory levels and appropriate inventory policies to
maintain these levels.

• In the initial stage, Supplier suggestions must be approved by retailer

• Goal of many VMI programs is to eliminate retailer oversight on specific orders.

– Wal-Mart and Procter & Gamble VMI Partnership, begun in 1985 and has
improved P&G’s on-time deliveries to Wal-Mart while increasing inventory turns

– Other discount stores like Kmart, J C Penny, Dillard Deptt Stores & shown Sales
increase of 20-25% & 30% in Inventory Turnover

– Oil Cos use it to track fuel station stock levels

RSP Requirements

• Presence of advanced information systems at both Supplier & Retailer esp at VMI end
of partnership. EDI or Internet based private exchanges to relay POS information are
essential to cut time & errors. Bar Coding & Scanners are essential for data accuracy.

– Top management commitment because information will be shared across Cos.

– A level of trust among partners as Supplier manages retailer’s inventory while
Retailer provides sales information to supplier

– Reduced inventory leads to space savings at Retailer

Advantages of RSP

• Better knowledge the supplier has about order quantities

– An ability to control bullwhip effect

• A variety of side benefits

– Provides a good opportunity for the reengineering of the retailer–supplier
relationship.

• Eliminate redundant order entries

• Vendors benefit from more control of displays and more customer contact for
their employees;

• Retailers benefit from reduced risk, builds brand loyalty for both the vendor
and the retailer), and reduced display maintenance outlays.



• For Manufacturer, VMI helps prevent overflowing warehouses or
shortages.

Disadvantages of RSP

• Necessary to employ advanced technology, which is often expensive.

• Essential to develop trust in what once may have been an adversarial supplier– retailer
relationship.

– Supplier often has much more responsibility than formerly and may force the
supplier to add personnel to meet this responsibility.

• Expenses at supplier often increase as managerial responsibilities increase.

• Consignment arrangement may increase inventory costs for the supplier.

– Float - Retailers accustomed to waiting 30 to 90 days to pay for goods may now have to
pay upon when goods are sold.

Distributor Integration (DI)

Distributors an important partner in the supply chain and have a wealth of information about
customer needs and wants. Successful manufacturers use this information when developing
new products and product lines. Distributors typically rely on manufacturers to supply the
necessary parts and expertise

Types of Distributor Integration

• Addresses both inventory-related and service-related issues

– Inventory pooling across the entire distributor network

– Each distributor checks inventories of other distributors to locate a needed product or
part.

– Dealers are contractually bound to exchange the part under certain conditions and for
agreed-upon remuneration.

• Lowers total inventory costs

• Increases service levels.

• Can meet a customer’s specialized technical service requests

– Steer special requests to the distributors best suited to address them

Centers of Excellence for Otra, a large Dutch holding company with 70
electrical wholesale subsidiaries. Some designated as centers of excellence in
particular areas eg Warehouse layout, POS Material. Other subsidiaries, as



well as customers, are directed to these centers of excellence to meet
particular requests

Summary

• Various types of partnerships can be used to manage the supply chain  effectively.

• Framework that can help in selecting the most appropriate way to address a particular
logistics issue.

• 3PLs are becoming more prevalent.

• Both advantages and disadvantages to outsourcing the logistics function

• Many important issues to consider once the decision has been made and a 3PL
agreement is being implemented.

• RSPs are also becoming common.

– Issues and concerns relating to the implementation of RSP types of
arrangements

• Distributor Integration (DI)

– Create risk-pooling opportunities across the various distributors

– Enable different distributors to develop different areas of expertise.

Supply Chain Management
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Procurement and Outsourcing Strategies

In the 1990s, the concept "outsourcing" became focus of many manufacturers. Outsourcing
includes both foreign and domestic contracting & sometimes includes offshoring (relocating a
business function to a distant country) or near shoring (transferring a business process to a
nearby country). Outsourcing components has increased progressively over the years and some
industries have been outsourcing for an extended time like Fashion Industry with Nike whose
all manufacturing is outsourced. In Electronics Industry big examples are Cisco and Apple
(over 70% of components outsourced)

Outsourcing Benefits and Risks

• Economies of scale

– Aggregation of multiple orders from many buyers reduces costs, both in purchasing
and in manufacturing

• Risk pooling

– Demand uncertainty transferred to the suppliers (CEM-Contract equipment
manufacturers)

– Suppliers reduce uncertainty through risk-pooling effect by aggregating demand  from
many buying Cos.

• Reduce capital investment

– Capital investment transferred to suppliers.

– Suppliers’ higher investment shared between many of CEM’s customers.

• Focus on core competency

– Buyer can focus on its core strength

– Allows buyer to differentiate from its competitors

– Increased flexibility

– The ability to better react to changes in customer demand

– The ability to use the supplier’s technical knowledge to accelerate product development
cycle time

– The ability to gain access to new technologies and innovation.

- Critical in certain industries like high tech where technologies change very
frequently and where products have a short life cycle like fashion

● Costs
- Low Manpower costs in less developed countries



Outsourcing Risks

- Outsourcing critical components to suppliers may open up opportunities for competitors

- Outsourcing implies that Cos lose their ability to introduce new designs based on their
own agenda rather than the supplier’s agenda

- Outsourcing manufacturing of various components to different suppliers may prevent
development of new insights, innovations, and solutions that typically require
cross-functional teamwork

• Demand Issues

- In a growing economy Demand is high. Buyers want flexibility to match supply &
demand. Supplier wants stable long term commitment as their profit margins are low
& need to focus on cost reduction vs flexibility. Conflict can be addressed by buyers
who are willing to make long-term commitments to purchase minimum quantities
specified by a contract in good times.

- In a slowing economy significant decline in demand and long-term commitments
entail huge financial risks for buyers

● Product design issues
- Buyers insist on flexibility and would like to solve design problems as fast as

possible

- Suppliers focus on cost reduction implies slow responsiveness to design changes.

Main Reasons for Outsourcing

• Dependency on capacity

– Firm has the knowledge and the skills required to produce the component but
for various reasons decides to outsource like cost, capacity, quality etc.

• Dependency on knowledge

– Firm does not have the people, skills, and knowledge required to produce the
component and Outsources in order to have access to these capabilities.

Product Architectures

Modular product



– Made by combining different components and components are independent of each other.
Components are interchangeable and Standard interfaces are used

– A Component can be designed or upgraded with little or no regard to other components but
Customer preference determines product configuration. Example - PC, Home audio, high
end bicycle;

Integral product

– Made up from components whose functionalities are tightly related. Not made from
off-the-shelf components and designed as a system by taking a top-down design approach.
Components perform multiple functions and evaluation is on system performance, not on
component performance. Example - Aeroplane.

A Framework for Make/Buy Decisions

Product
Type

Dependency on
knowledge and capacity

Independent for knowledge,
dependent for capacity

Independent for
knowledge and capacity

Modular Outsourcing is risky Outsourcing is an opportunity Opportunity to reduce cost
through outsourcing

Integral Outsourcing is very risky Outsourcing is an option Keep production internal

Procurement Strategies

• Till 80s, Procurement was considered clerical function. Now procurement, a SCM
Driver considered  critical for competitive strategy and has high impact of procurement
on business performance.

– 2005 profit margins for Pfizer (24%), Dell (5%), Boeing (2.8%). Reducing
procurement cost by exactly 1% of revenue would have translated directly into
bottom line, i.e., net profit. To achieve the same impact on net profit through
higher sales, Pfizer would need to increase its revenue by 4.17 %, Dell by 20%
and Boeing by 35.7%. The smaller the profit margins, the more important it is to
focus on reducing procurement costs.

Appropriate Strategy

Depends on type of products the firm is purchasing, level of risk and uncertainty involved.

Supply Chain Management
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Procurement and Outsourcing Strategies

Kraljic’s Supply Matrix

Firm’s supply strategy should depend on 2 dimensions

Profit impact - Volume purchased, % of total purchased cost, impact on product quality on
business growth

Supply risk - Availability, number of suppliers, competitive demand, make-or-buy
opportunities, storage risks and substitution opportunities

Thus for each of the 4 Product category, a different Procurement strategy must be used.

For bottle neck items – Long Term contracts

For non critical items – Spot purchase or use online approved catalogues

Strategic items must be focus of Top Management may require a combination of Strategic
partnership, Supply contracts or Risk Mitigation strategy.

For Low supply risk (leverage items) use many suppliers to obtain low cost bidding.

Supply Chain Strategy- Fisher

Functional Products

– Slow product clockspeed, predictable demand & low profit margin.

– Diapers, soup, milk, tires

Innovative Products



– High profit margins, fast clockspeed, and unpredictable demand

– Fashion items, cosmetics, or high tech products

Characteristics of Functional vs. Innovative Products

Functional Products Innovative Products

Product clockspeed Slow Fast

Demand Characteristics Predictable Unpredictable

Profit Margin Low High

Product Variety Low High

Average forecast error at the
time production is committed

Low High

Average stockout rate Low High

Procurement Strategy for the 2 Types

Functional Products

– Appropriate supply chain strategy for functional products is Push

– Focus should be on efficiencey, minimizing total landed cost, & Supply Chain planning

Thus important factors are unit cost, transportation cost, inventory holding cost, handling cost,
duties and taxation, cost of financing. Growing importance of sourcing from low-cost
countries, eg - China and Taiwan

Innovative Products

– Appropriate supply chain strategy is Pull

– Focus should be on reducing lead times and on supply flexibility eg sourcing close to the
market area. Short lead time may also be achieved using air shipments

Summary

Outsourcing has both benefits and risks. Forbes considers US 2016 election "most disruptive
change agent for outsourcing industry, with renewed "invest in America" goals. Growing



legally required data protection requirements. Corona Pandemic has further focussed on
reduction in Outsourcing.

Buy/make decisions should depend on whether a particular component is modular or integral,
whether or not a firm has the expertise and capacity to manufacture a particular component or
product. Variety of criteria including customer importance, technology clockspeed, competitive
position, number of suppliers, and product architecture.

Procurement strategies vary from component to component. There are 4 categories of
components - strategic, leverage, bottleneck and non-critical items. Similarly there are 4
categories important in selecting suppliers - component forecast accuracy, clockspeed, supply
risk, and financial impact.


